New courses added to UCSD curriculum effective Fall 2018

GLBH 20 Introduction to Global Health
MGT3 Quantitative Methods in Business
MGT18 Managing Diverse Teams
USP 5 Introduction to the Real Estate and Development Process
USP 15 Applied Urban Economics for Planning and Development

Revised Courses

JUDA 1 Beginning Hebrew 5 units (Previously 4 units – Articulation maintained)
JUDA 2 Intermediate Hebrew 5 units (Previously 4 units – Articulation maintained)
JUDA 1 Beginning Hebrew, Continued 5 units (Previously 4 units – Articulation maintained)

COGS 18 Introduction to Python (Previous title “Introduction to programming with MATLAB)
Course change – COGS 18 was not articulated at any CCC

Revised Major Names

Cognitive Science B.S. Specialization in Design and Interaction (Previously Cognitive Science B.S. Specialization in Hum Comp Interaction)

Cognitive Science B.S with Specialization in Language and Culture (Previously Cognitive Science B.S with Specialization in Human Cognition)

Cognitive Science B.S with Specialization in Machine Learning & Neural Computation (Previously Cognitive Science B.S with Specialization in Computation)

Human Developmental Sciences B.A. (Previously Human Development B.A.)

Human Developmental Sciences B.S. (Previously Human Development B.S.)

New majors effective Fall 2018

Real Estate and Development B.S. http://usp.ucsd.edu/Undergraduate%20Programs/RED/major.html

International Studies – Philosophy B.A.

Linguistics with a Specialization in Speech and Language Sciences B.A. – Please visit http://ling.ucsd.edu/undergrad/majors/speech-language.html for more information.

Literature: World Literature and Culture B.A.
Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences B.S. – Please visit https://scripps.ucsd.edu/undergrad/oceanic-and-atmospheric-sciences-bs for more information.

Political Science/Data Analytics

Psychology: Business Psychology B.S.

**Discontinued Majors effective Fall 2018:**

Chemistry and Biochemistry: Bioinformatics

Chemistry and Biochemistry: Chemical Education B.S.

Chemistry and Biochemistry: Chemical Physics B.S.

Literature: Composite Major B.A.

Literature: Russian Literature B.A.

Literature: U.S. Latino/a & Latin American Literatures B.A.

Literature: Cultural Studies B.A.

Literatures in French B.A.

Literatures in German B.A.

Literatures in Italian B.A.

Literatures of the World B.A.

**The following majors had some changes:**

**Accounting Minor:** Description text changes

**Biological Sciences:** Major Description text changes. The two majors that will be new and available (for new/incoming students) will be: Molecular and Cell Biology, and Neurobiology

**Chemistry/BioChemistry:** Lower Division requirement change. Removed CHEM 143B from all majors.

**Cognitive Science:** Revised major names (See above) All current major requirements can be found here: [http://www.cogsci.ucsd.edu/undergraduates/major/index.html](http://www.cogsci.ucsd.edu/undergraduates/major/index.html)

**Lower-Division curriculum changes**

Lower-Division changes for the Cognitive Science B.A. Degree:

- Students must choose one of the following Math sequences: Math 10ABC or Math 20AB and 18
- Added: COGS 10 or DSGN 1
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- Added: COGS 13
- Added: COGS 17
- NO CHANGE: COGS 1, COGS 14A, and CSE 7 or 8A or 11

Lower-division Changes for all Cognitive Science B.S. Degrees:
- Students must choose one of the following Math sequences: Math 10ABC and 18 or Math 20AB and 18
- Added: COGS 10 or DSGN 1
- Added: COGS 13
- Added: COGS 17
- NO CHANGE: COGS 1, COGS 14A, COGS 14B and CSE 7 or 8A or 11

Computer Science & Engineering: Major description text changes.

Environmental Systems: Major description text changes. Lower Division requirement changes in majors. Removed CHEM 7L from Environmental Systems/Earth Science B.S. major. Added BILD 1 and MATH 11, removed MATH 10C and CHEM 7L from Environmental Systems/Ecology, Behavior and Evolution B.S. major. Added PHYS 2CL to Environmental Systems/Environmental Chemistry B.S. major. Added MATH 11 and ECON 2, removed MATH 10C and CHEM 7L from Environmental Systems/Environmental Policy B.A. major.

Global Health: Added GLBH 20 Introduction to Global Health as option for Lower Division requirement

Human Development: Major Description text changes. Revised Major Names. See above under Revised Majors section.


Literature: Major Description text changes. Lower Division requirement changes. New Major Literature: World Literature and Culture B.A. Discontinued majors. See discontinued majors section above. Students who are interested in a more customizable major in Literature should consider declaring the World Literature and Culture major (LT41) and choosing the concentration that is right for them.

Mathematics: Major Description text changes.

Music: Major Description text changes. Lower Division requirement changes. Removed Music 13 from restricted electives of Music ICAM major. For more information please visit http://musicweb.ucsd.edu/ugrad/

Physics: Major Description text changes.

Political Science: Major description text changes. New Political Science/Data Analytics major.


Third World Studies: Major description text changes.
Urban Studies and Planning: Major description text changes. Lower Division requirement change. Added POLI 30 Political Inquiry.